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On April 18, 1906, the great Golden Gate
metropolis of San Francisco was struck by
a devastating earthquake that, combined
with resulting fires, leveled one of the most
cultured,
exciting--and,
some
say,
wicked--cities in the United States. In
Aftershocks, Richard S. Wheeler plunges
the reader into the midst of the earthquake
in which thousands died, and tens of
thousands were left homeless and destitute.
Acts of heroism, self-sacrifice, depravity,
and horror took place in equal numbers
against a backdrop of such monumental
destruction that many thought it
Armageddon. Wheelers story of the great
calamity is built around its victims, the
people of San Francisco: an architect more
concerned with what the destruction spells
for his career that what it means to his
family; a photographer who captures the
history of the moment in the faces of the
stricken rather than in the rubble of the
buildings; a city engineer whose
involvement in the corruption of the citys
municipal government takes an awful toll;
a missionary who has enough faith in Gods
love to aid the refugees but who cannot
find a place for the love of a fellow human
being; a soldier obsessed with getting rich
from the helpless, despairing people he is
supposed to help. In Aftershocks, Wheeler
introduces such historic earthquake-era
figures as Enrico Caruso, John Barrymore,
Jack London, and General Frederick
Funston as he reconstructs San Francisco in
its glittering heyday: its great hotels, its
temples of finance, its literary and artistic
centers--as well as its notorious Barbara
Coast and Chinatown, its rat-infested
sewers and graft-infested city hall. In his
recent novel Second Lives, Richard S.
Wheeler memorably re-created Gilded Age
Denver;
in
Aftershocks,
that
Bohemia-by-the-Bay,
San
Francisco,
comes to vivid life in its most despairing
time.
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Aftershock Define Aftershock at Aftershocks are earthquakes that follow the largest shock of an earthquake
sequence. They are smaller than the mainshock and within 1-2 fault lengths distance none An aftershock is a smaller
earthquake that occurs after a previous large earthquake, in the same area of the main shock. If an aftershock is larger
than the main shock, the aftershock is redesignated as the main shock and the original main shock is redesignated as a
foreshock. IRIS: Data Services Products: Aftershocks It was a bumpy night up and down the country as hundreds of
aftershocks continued to hit after Mondays deadly 7.5 magnitude earthquake, Earthquakes and faults - Putting Down
Roots in Earthquake Country a smaller earthquake following the main shock of a large Meaning, pronunciation,
example sentences, and more from Oxford Dictionaries. Aftershock - Wikipedia Regional Seismicity Module Section
2: Foreshocks, Mainshocks, and Aftershocks. Rates and Relations in Seismology. With all we know about earthquakes
and Foreshocks, Mainshocks, and Aftershocks - Southern California Following the Japan quake, aftershocks with
a magnitude of 6.0 and above have been reported. So what exactly is an aftershock? Ransomwares Aftershocks Feared
as U.S. Warns of Complexity Action In Chile, a group of travelers who are in an underground nightclub when a
massive earthquake hits quickly learn that reaching the surface is just the Aftershock (2012) - IMDb See Tweets about
#aftershocks on Twitter. See what people are saying and join the conversation. #aftershocks hashtag on Twitter So
are we getting the number of aftershocks expected in the forecasts? The short answer is: we are on the low side of what
weve forecast, but aftershock - definition of aftershock in English Oxford Dictionaries Synonyms for aftershock at
with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day. Tang shan da di zhen (2010) IMDb The effects of a global cyberattack could be magnified as workers return to their offices. President Trump has
ordered his homeland security Aftershocks - Earthquake Glossary After an earthquake, some aftershocks go on for
an astonishingly long time. Aftershocks, Foreshocks & Mainshocks The collapsed exterior wall of Scargills
community hall - the result of a severe aftershock last night - shows how large earthquakes can have Foreshocks,
aftershocks - Usgs Aftershocks are earthquakes that follow the largest shock of an earthquake sequence. They are
smaller than the mainshock and within 1-2 rupture lengths distance from the mainshock. Aftershocks can continue over
a period of weeks, months, or years. Aftershock Definition of Aftershock by Merriam-Webster Such seemingly
rapid-fire quakes are called aftershocks a series of smaller quakes that follow the largest quake in what is generally a
steadily Aftershock (2012 film) - Wikipedia Restless night as hundreds of aftershocks hit after 7.5 magnitude
Description of the book Aftershocks: Great Powers and Domestic Reforms in the Twentieth Century by Gunitsky, S.,
published by Princeton University Press. Explained: The science of aftershocks - NZ Herald (2nd UPDATE) The
Philippine Institute of Volcanology and Seismology (Phivolcs) has recorded more than a dozen aftershocks following
the Images for Aftershocks The largest aftershock within the study period, an M ?6.7 event, occurred ?100 km west of
Eureka on 23 April 1906. Although not within our study period, The Shocking Truth about Aftershocks - Scientific
American Blog Following all global earthquakes with magnitudes greater than 7, an aftershock sequence animation and
figures are automatically generated and available in Aftershocks and Triggered Events of the Great 1906 California
Any of several lower-magnitude earthquakes that follow the main shock of a larger earthquake. An aftershock results
from the sudden change in stress occurring AFTERSHOCK PC - Custom Gaming Notebooks Drama The epic story
of a family separated as a result of the Great Tangshan Earthquake of Videos. Tang shan da di zhen -- Trailer for
Aftershock Gunitsky, S.: Aftershocks: Great Powers and Domestic Reforms in Aftershock Synonyms,
Aftershock Antonyms After the relief of surviving an earthquake, the tremors and shaking of aftershocks can be
surprising and often dangerous. Sometimes houses and buildings that Aftershocks: What are they? - Besides
mainshock-aftershock type stated above, there is another seismic activity called swarm type. Unlike
mainshock-aftershock type, it does not have Aftershocks jolt Batangas following strong quake ABS-CBN News
Aftershock PC offers free thermal repasting and cleaning for all systems - both laptops and desktops. This service
ensures that your systems always operate at
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